The monolithic drainage system

FILCOTEN one channel body with joint sealing profil

FILCOTEN one system depiction

The new FILCOTEN® one is a monolithic channel, which means channel and grating are cast in one piece. Through this, the channel can be used in highly dynamic loads, for example railway crossings, airports, industrial spaces, asphalt surfaces and many more. The construction with the tongue and groove system enables an installation in either direction. Furthermore, the surface profile with S-Design guarantees a safe and easy drive over.

Therefore our specifically developed and innovative material is used: The FILCOTEN® HPC (High Performance Concrete). FILCOTEN® HPC combines excellent properties with sustainability. It convinces with 100% recyclability, certified absence of harmful substances as well as a verified LCA (life cycle assessment). FILCOTEN® HPC preserves humans and nature.
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